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Abstract—Document classification is a well-known problem
that is focused on assigning predefined labels or categories to
the documents found in the searched collection. Many classical
algorithms were developed for solving of this problem. They
usually have large time complexity and with increasing number of
documents it is necessary to find algorithm which are able to find
solution in reasonable time. Such algorithms are usually inspired
by biological processes. Even such meta-heuristics algorithms
become too slow when the number of documents is really large
and it is necessary to optimize them for faster processing. This
paper describes a document classification algorithm based on
Particle Swarm Optimization with implementation of one and
two GPUs.

Index Terms—particle swarm optimization, document classifi-
cation, gpu, optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Document classification [1] is a well-known problem that

is focused on assigning predefined labels or categories to

the documents found in the searched collection. Document

classification may be applied into many areas such as infor-

mation retrieval, personalized recommendation systems, and

many others.
With the increasing number of documents becomes docu-

ment classification even more significant. This task has many

difficulties, because documents for classification are usually

written in natural language but of course, documents may

have different nature. Many classical algorithms were devel-

oped for solving document classification problem but many

classical algorithms usually have large time complexity and

with increasing number of documents it is necessary to find

algorithm which are able to find solution in reasonable time.

Such algorithms are usually inspired by biological processes.

One of such algorithm is Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

which is inspired by the social behavior of swarm of birds.
Even meta-heuristics algorithms such as PSO are become

too slow and when the number of document is really large.

Therefore it is necessary to find another algorithm or to

use different style of programming. We select the second

possibility and focus on graphics processing units (GPU). GPU

are very promising technology, because they brings massive

parallel architecture for reasonable price and becomes a new

technical standard in writing applications and algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The section

II describes a problem of document classification, the Sec-

tion III introduces details about Particle Swarm Optimization

algorithm. The Section sec:algorithm describes the algorithm

suggested in this paper. Section V contains description of

the performed experiments and results. Last section contains

conclusion of this paper.

II. DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION

Document classification is a process which decide if a

document di ∈ D belong to the category ci ∈ C according

to the knowledge of the correct categories known for subset

DT ⊂ D of training documents, where D is a collection of

all documents and C is collection of all categories. Generally,

each document may belong to more than one category and

each category may contain more than one document [2].

The document classification task may be solved by humans

or by automatic classifiers. Automatic documents classifiers

need several preprocessing steps, which must convert docu-

ments into automatic classification capable form. The first task

is preprocessing of the words a creation of vector representa-

tion of the documents. Each document is parsed out and list

of used words with their frequency is extracted. Each word

is compared with the list of stop-words, which are useless

in classification process, because they are present in most

of the documents and, therefore, bring no information about

them. Each word is converted into it canonical form using

normalization algorithm such as Porter Stemmer Algorithm

[3]. When this process finished, the documents collection is

represented as document-term frequency matrix (Doci×TFij),
where Doci refers to the each document in collection and

TFij refers to the frequency of the j term in the document

i. In this representation, only relation of the term to the

individual document is concerned, but for classification across

the document collection must be computed, therefore, we need

to evaluate term importance in individual document according

the importance of the term in the collection (it will be called

weights). One of the way we may define a weight to the terms

is according to TF-IDF (term-frequency inverse document

frequency) was described in [4], [5]. The weights vij of the

term j in document i is computed as :

vij = tij × log
F

fi
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Where tij is the number of times that the term j appears in

document i, fi is the number of times that the term tj appears

in the entire document database and F is the number of unique

terms in document collection.

The previous paragraph described the process for conver-

sion of document collection into (document - term-weight)
matrix, but the number of terms with non-trivial weight for

each document is still large (tenths of thousands). This may

cause problems with automatic classifiers because of the large

number of terms to process. Therefore, feature/term selec-

tion may be applied. Several approaches to feature selection

were developed [6], [7]. One of the popular approach is

entropy weighting scheme [8]. The entropy weighting scheme

is computed to the each term as a multiplication of the local

weighting scheme Lij and the global weighting scheme Gj of

the document i and term j. The definition of the schemes is

following:

Lij =
{

1 + log TFij , TFij > 0
0, otherwise

Gk =
1 +

∑N
k=1

TFij

Fj
log TFij

Fk

log N

Where N is number of documents in collections, TFij refers

to the frequency of the j term in the document i, Fh is a

frequency of term k in the entire document collection. In our

work, we choose terms with the highest entropy value. This

may reduce the number of processed term to several hundreds

or less.

III. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a optimization tech-

nique that is inspired by the behavior of the swarm of birds and

other animals that uses a collective behavior. It was developed

by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [9], [10]. It was inspired

by various interpretation of the movement of organisms in a

bird flock or fish school [9]. The principle of the PSO is very

simple. The goal is to find the optimal solution of the fitness

function defined over the search space. PSO will generate a

set of particles where each particle is defined by its position

and velocity. Particles travel through a search space and try to

find optimal value of the fitness function. The movement of the

particle is influenced by the position of the best value found

by given particle (so called local optimum) and the position

of the best value over all particles (so called global optimum).

The influence is realized as a change of the vector of velocity

of each particle. The velocity vt+1
i of i-th particle in iteration

t + 1 is defined as follows:

vt+1
i = wvt

i + c1r1 × lBest − xt
i + c2r2 × gBest − xt

i

where r1, r2 are randomly generated number in the interval

< 0, 1), c1, c2 are parameters of the algorithm called learning

factors, xt
i is the position of the i-th particle in iteration t and

w is a inertia factor of the algorithm. lBest and gBest are

local and global best solution found.

The PSO was successfully used in many optimization task

such as dealing with the equality and inequality constraints

of the economic dispatch problems with non-smooth cost

functions [11], optimization of the reactive power flow in the

power system network in order to minimize real power system

losses and several other application in electric power systems

[12], estimation of the non-linear parameters of mathemat-

ical models in chemistry [13], solving of no-wait flowshop

scheduling problem [14], solving of vehicle routing problem

with simultaneous pick-up and delivery [15] and many others.

A. GPU implementation

Implementation of PSO using GPU becomes very natural

step due to the implicit parallel nature. Usually, PSO al-

gorithms use tenths of hundreds of particles. But the most

expensive part of the algorithm is usually the computation of

the fitness value; therefore, the main task is the implementation

of the problem solution according of the particle position

using GPU. In the past, several works focused on PSO and

GPU were published. Mussi et al. [16] uses PSO implemented

using CUDA architecture for implementation of the Road Sign

Detection used in Advanced Driver Assistance Systems. Rymut

and Kwolek [17] uses PSO on GPU with cooperation of the

Adaptive Appearance Model to tracking of the objects. Zhang

et al. [18] uses PSO for simplification of the terrain. The

following section describes our implementation of the PSO

for document classification.

IV. ALGORITHM

As was mentioned above, we are solving document clas-

sification problem using Particle Swarm Optimization. First

of all, we must define classification problem in the terms of

the PSO. In our approach, as well as in [5], each particle

represents a vector which best describes an individual category.

Each particle (vector which describe a category) is compared

with each vector in training collection during each iteration.

The similarity between vectors is computed using standard

Euclidean distance. When all comparisons are done, each

particle modifies its best solution if necessary as well as they

update global maximum if necessary.

The definition of the fitness function is the main task in

each evolutionary algorithm. One of the most popular metrics

in document classification is precision and recall. Precision

(Pr) is defined as a probability that selected document is

classified correctly and recall (Re) is defined as a probability

that randomly selected document is assigned to the correct

category [2]. Mathematical definitions are as follows:

Pr =
TP

TP + FP

Re =
TP

TP + FN

Where TP (true positive) is a count of correctly classified

documents, FP (false positives) is count of documents incor-

rectly assigned into category, and FN (false negatives) is count

of documents incorrectly not assigned into category.
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The final fitness function F1 is combination of the Precision

and Recall and is defined according [19] as

F1 =
2 × Pr × Re

Pr + Re

Fitness function F1 works well when only one category is

used. In our case, we need to define classification vectors for

more than one category (according to document collections).

Therefore, we need to generalize fitness function for more

categories. The solution is averaging of the precision and recall

through all categories. Two basic averaging approaches exists

according [2], Micro and Macro averaging. Macro-average

is defined as a arithmetic mean of precision and recall and,

therefore, prefer categories with low number of documents.

Micro-average is proportional average according to number of

documents in categories with higher number of documents.

A. GPU Classification using PSO

The basic algorithm of classification of documents using

PSO was defined in the previous paragraphs. The precision of

classification is depicted in the Section V. When we analyze

the process of the searching for the optimal classification

vectors, we will see, that the most time consuming part is

comparison of category vector with all documents in the

collection. Therefore, we need to optimize this part of the

algorithm. We choose GPU units for this task. The reason was

that GPU brings massive parallelism for reasonable price.

We define two approaches for this part of the algorithm.

Both versions has common goal - compute the similarity

between all category vectors and document vectors. Let C is

the set of M categories and D is a collection of N documents.

The size of the matrix is M ×N . The dimension of all vectors

is D.

1) Variant 1: In the first variant, each kernel computes a

comparison of a particular vector c ∈ C with a k vectors from

the collection D. Therefore, we need to run M×N
k threads,

because each kernel compute exactly k comparisons. The

situation if depicted in Fig 1.

2) Variant 2: The second variant of the algorithm uses

different strategy. Each thread computes only one element of

the similarity vector. Threads in a block then compute the final

similarity between particular vectors. Therefore, we need to

run d thread per block and M × N blocks. The situation is

again depicted in Fig 2. This variant uses a shared memory for

storing a temporal similarity vector, which increase the speed

of the algorithm.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section contains description of the performed experi-

ments on several data sets. First part of the experiments was

testing of the efficiency of the classification. Second part of

the experimental results contains description of the speed up

factor on one and two GPUs. All results are very interesting.

First of all we describe tested collections.

Fig. 1: Visualization of the Variant 1

Fig. 2: Visualization of the Variant 2
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A. Hardware configuration and parameters of the algorithm

In our experiments we used a server with AMD Opteron

processors @GHz with Linux CentOS, two GPUs Tesla C2050

with 448 CUDA cores and 3GB of RAM each.

The parameters of the PSO algorithm were defined as fol-

lows. The number of particles was set to 10000 and algorithm

uses 15 iterations. Parameters c1 and c2 was set to 2.0 and k
was set to 0.99. Maximal speed of the particles was limited to

25.

B. Document collections

We used three different document collections. The following

sections contain descriptions of the used collection with several

facts and approaches of the testing.

1) Reuters-21578: First collection, Reuters-215781, was

made in 1987 and is the most used and most popular collection

for document classification problem. This collection contains

21578 papers and 135 categories, but only 120 categories has at

least one document and only 57 categories has at least 20 doc-

uments. This collection also defined several partitioning into

training and testing collections. The first partitioning is called

ModLewis and contain 13625 documents in training collection

and 6188 documents in testing collection. Second partitioning

is called ModApte and contain 9603 documents in training

collection and 8676 documents in testing collections. The third

partitioning is called ModHayes, but it is not important for our

paper, because we didn’t use it.

In our experiments, we select ten categories with highest

number of documents. All documents which belong into other

categories were ignored. We perform 4 experiments - R300,

Rma300, Rma1000 and R300fold3. The R means Reuters,

R300 uses a partitioning ModLewis, ma means ModApte par-

titioning and the number means number of selected terms. The

fold3 is a special collection which does not use any described

partitioning, but it uses 3-fold cross folding validation [2].

2) Iris collection: Iris collection 2, also known as Fisher’s

Iris data set, was compiled in 1936. It contains three categories,

50 documents each. Each record contains four attributes - sepal

length, sepal width, petal length and petal width.

3) 20 Newsgroup: The last collection, 20 Newsgroup 3,

contains 20 categories and almost 20000 documents. The

distribution of the documents into categories is almost uniform.

We used two setting with this collection - NG300 and NG1000.

The meaning of the number is same as with the Reuters

collection - the number of used terms.

C. Efficiency of the classification

First parts of the experiments were focused on efficiency

of the document classification. Each table contains several

columns, which are separated into 2 groups. First group

contains value of Precision, Recall and function F1 computed

using micro algorithm and second group contains same prop-

erties computed using macro algorithm. The higher number is

1http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/testcollections/reuters21578/
2http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Iris
3http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgroups/

TABLE I: Efficiency of the document classification for Reuters

collection

Micro Macro
Dataset Pr Re F1 Pr Re F1

R300 0.9093 0.8608 0.8844 0.8501 0.7760 0.8114
Rma300 0.8888 0.8520 0.8700 0.7940 0.7537 0.7733
Rma1000 0.8543 0.8308 0.8424 0.8582 0.7510 0.8010
R300fold3 0.8984 0.8518 0.8745 0.8409 0.7704 0.8041

TABLE II: Efficiency of the document classification for Iris

collection

Category Pr Re F1

Iris-setosa 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Iris-versicolor 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Iric-virginica 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

better. First results which were achieved for Reuters collection

are depicted in Table I.

When we look on the results we see that the numbers are

very good. In comparison with the results published in [5], we

see that we have almost the same results. The differences may

be cause by the different setting of the PSO algorithm which

was not published in the paper.

Table II depicts the results achieved on Iris collection. We

see different columns in this table because the number of

categories is low and it is possible to show results for each

category. As may be seen, classifiers found by PSO are perfect,

because they are able to classify every document correctly.

Last collection is Newsgroup 20. We define 2 dataset from

this collection, one with 300 terms selected and one with

1000 terms selected. The results are depicted in Table III. As

may be seen, better results are achieved with 1000 important

terms selected form the total list. But the overall results are

very bad; the maximum value is 0.4417 of the F1 function

which is around 50% of the efficiency achieved for the Reuters

collection.

1) Speed up achieved using GPU: Description of the exper-

iments with the GPU implementation of the PSO classification

algorithm is described in this section. First experiments was

focused on the processing time of the CPU version, both

GPU implementation performed on one GPU and a variant

1 performed on two GPUs. As a testing collection we create

artificial dataset. The GPU implementation cover only the

vector comparison part of the algorithm, therefore, we need

only prepare a data set that contain vectors which must be

compared one-to-one. The results achieved for different input

size is depicted in Fig 3. Let the input size is n then we used a

2 sets of vectors which will be compared, each with n vectors

and each vector has dimension n.

The scale on the vertical axis is logarithmic. As may

be seen, difference between CPU and GPU implementation

increases with the size of the input. The variant 2 of the GPU

implementation is faster than any other implementation from

input size 16 to 256. For input sizes larger than 256 is better

to use variant 1 on 2 GPUs.

The Fig 4 depicts the speed up achieved by the GPU
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TABLE III: Efficiency of the document classification for 20

Newsgroup collection

Micro Macro
Dataset Pr Re F1 Pr Re F1

NG300 0.3409 0.3702 0.3549 0.3639 0.3742 0.3690
NG1000 0.4794 0.3839 0.4264 0.5337 0.3768 0.4417
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Fig. 3: Efficiency of the different implementation of vector

comparison

implementations over the CPU implementation for different

input sizes.

The results for the Variant 2 of the algorithm are computed

only for input size up to 1024 because of the limitation of

CUDA implementation which is not able to process vectors

larger than 1024 elements into shared memory of the process-

ing unit. But as may be seen, Variant 1 of the algorithm is much

more efficient for input sizes larger than 512 even on single

GPU. The speed of the 2 GPUs implementation is approxi-

mately two times higher than the single GPU implementation.

The real experiments on the testing collection are depicted

in Table IV. Achieved speed up was higher than 8 which is

very good. Therefore it is clear, that we are able to decrease

time consumption almost by factor 10. Depicted results were

achieved on one GPU. Implementation on 2 GPUs will be

almost two times higher.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper described an document classification algorithm

based on PSO and implemented on GPU. The efficiency of

the algorithm was tested on three collections - Reuters-21578,

Iris and 20 Newsgroup. Achieved efficiency of the algorithm

was very for Reuters and Iris collection and it was comparable

with others document classification algorithms. The results for

20 Newsgroup were not ideal and needs to be improved with

modification of the algorithm.

Second part of the paper was focused on implementa-

tion of suggested algorithm using GPU. The part that was

transformed into GPU was the most time consuming part -

vector comparison. Two variants of the algorithm for this task

were developed. The second variant was more efficient on
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Fig. 4: Efficiency of the different implementation of vector

comparison

TABLE IV: Speed up on the real testing collection

Dataset m n d Speedup
Rma300 4161 10000 300 10.45
Rma1000 7945 10000 1000 9.45
NG300 7945 10000 300 8.16
NG1000 7902 10000 1000 8.29
Iris 60 10000 4 2.54

vectors with dimension less than 1024, which was the hardware

limitation of the algorithm. The first variant was more efficient

for dimension larger than 1024 and was more suitable for

implementation on more than one GPU. The efficiency of

the GPU implementation was tested on artificial collection

at first. The maximum speed up was 20. Experiments on

mentioned collections show that the real speed up over CPU

implementation was 10.45 and not less than 8.16 except Iris

collection which is very small.
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